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From Bestselling author Steph Young; Someone or Something unknown, that we cannot define; is

taking young college men. Snatched soundlessly, never to be seen again. Or returned; dead.

Strange and highly unusual predators. Highly intelligent. Very successful. And able to overpower

them in an instant. It isnâ€™t stopping; it appears to be escalating, and no-one knows why.... The

Unexplained Disappearances: Hundreds of Missing Men, the Unexplained Mysteries of the Missing

Men: True stories. Who are the Smiley Face Killers; who snatch people soundlessly and invisibly?

As the unexplained mysteries of the missing continues..this book takes a terrifying look at what is

happening, all based on true cases. This is a puzzle. A very deadly one. Young college men are

vanishing without a trace, only to be found dead; weeks or months later, in remote rivers or creeks,

in areas that searched multiple times before; their bodies later discovered there, as though placed to

be found.Here follows some very troubling and disturbing true accounts.â€œThe naughty boys,

wellâ€¦.they go directly into the shallow water. And then, they are all goneâ€¦no ghost, no

memoriesâ€¦as if they never lived in the first place. And then they stay there; awake and

afraid.â€•â€œThe evil is rampant and deep and widespread. He was tortured, taken to the river and

killed. Then his body was â€˜positionedâ€™ and taken to a different part of the water.â€•â€œNobody

will speculate on the disappearances because they don't understand the sinister nature of the world

they are living in. This is dark alchemy indeed.â€• â€œOnce so vital, he is nowâ€¦..grist for the mill.

For a machineâ€¦..A machine full of teeth he never saw coming.â€• â€œWe take what we need and

leave. Understand this: This is necessary. Life feeds on life feeds on life feeds on death feeds on

life.â€• â€œIf people knew the depth of this, they would be terrified to be outside at night, whether out

in the country or in the city.â€•This is the True Story of the Smiley Face Killers....Steph Young has

been a guest on the national radio show Coast to Coast AM, discussing these Bestselling Books, as

well as other radio shows, and can be found on YouTube channels "Where did the Road Go?' and

the 'Higherside Chats.'Steph is an avid researcher into occult unexplained mysteries, supernatural

occult mysteries, spiritual & esoteric enigmas, curiosities & wonders, and the world of the unknown.

Curiosities & Wonders, Crime and conspiracy, and sometimes Murder....facebook: Steph Young

(Author)Stephenyoungauthor@hotmail.com > Kindle eBooks > Religion & Spirituality > Occult >

Unexplained MysteriesKindle Store > Kindle eBooks > Reference > Trivia & Fun Facts > Curiosities

& Wonders
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The thought that this is going on in our society today is unbelievably frightening. This book Ã¢Â€Âœ

Dead in the Water; Forever Awake is gonna haunt my dreams. This author has done a phenomenal

job at researching this information to pass onto us. The amount of cases is staggering and the

darkness of these Smiley Face killers is terrifying. I will be petrified to see my son head off to the bar

with his buddies after reading this. It is by far the creepiest book I have read and because

itÃ¢Â€Â™s a true story and ongoing, it makes it even more horrifying!

Great read that seems to really be more speculation about why people go to parties and end up

drowning in rivers. It wouldn't be everyone's cup of tea...but I like the "choose your own adventure"

style of writing. I can see why some people don't like stephs writing style...she doesn't really hold to

any solid theories and you have to decide for yourself what's happening.

I love all of the books written by, Stephen Young. They are fascinating, entertaining, and she makes



you feel a real connection to the story. These books are easy to read and will leave you craving

more.

This book is so poorly written I'm wondering why I even bothered. Its repetitive, several words are

misspelled, portions of it are very confusing. the author is simply rambling and bouncing off the

walls. I will skip the rest of her books. David Paulides does a much better job in his 411 series.

This would've been a much better read had there been some organization to it. Maybe events by

date, then theories after. Constant back and forth kept me confused, to the point of just wanting the

book to end. There was so much repetition in the first three chapters two could have been

eliminated. A shame because the subject is something very real and scary. Theories were difficult to

follow, some very bizarre.

This semi-literate book is impossible to read. Misspellings of victims names is a really horrible insult.

The author is not at all versed in the subject, doesn't understand the concept of dry drowning and

can barely compose a decent sentence. Skip this one.

Very informative and necessary reading for anyone seeking to connect the dots and gain an insight

into the dynamics of hidden phenomena that seems to be a very integral part of he rulers of our

society.

One of Her Best!!! All of Stephen Young's books are Thrillers!
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